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Abstract. This study aims to examine the single pole detection algorithm using a confusion
matrix model which is a specific table that makes it easy to visualize the performance of an
algorithm. The algorithm tested is the YuRHoS pole detection algorithm, a new algorithm
developed by researchers to detect pole objects with not poles. Methods used is by calculating
three aspects of algorithm performance in machine learning, namely sensitivity, specificity, and
accuracy. The value of the three aspects of performance depends on four variables, namely true
positive, true negative, false positive and false negative. The calculation process is done by
matching the pixel detection region with the ground-truth region. The test results for 4 (four)
different single pole images found that the YuRHoS pole detection algorithm is better than other
algorithms on two measurement aspects, namely specificity, and accuracy. Excellence aspects
of specificity obtained because of its ability in detecting the object instead of a pole. Excellence
aspects of accuracy indicated because more accurate in detecting a pole. As for sensitivity
aspects, both the detection algorithms are having the same reliability in correctly predicting a
pole.

1. Introduction
Related studies on detection of object had been made by several researchers, but none of the researches
which especially discussed on pole detection. In 2006, there was a research to detect straight lines with
various orientation using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [1]. In 2014 a research to detect pole
objects such as traffic light, traffic sign posts and street lamp post based on Mobile Laser Scanning
Cloud had been made. The Mobile Laser Scanning Cloud Mobile Laser Scanning Cloud is derived from
Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) [2]. The purpose of this study was to develop a new algorithm
to improve accuracy in detecting poles. The Algorithm developed in this research is called YuRHoS
pole detection algorithm, which is taken from the researcher’s name (M. Yusro, K. Ramli, K.M. Hou
and D. Sudiana) [3,4].
The development of the YuRHos pole detection algorithm uses the optimization of vertical Canny
edge line detection and Hough Transform. The Canny method is used to detect edge from a picture input
[5,6]. In this method there is a process called Non-Maximum Suppression (NMS) which compares the
pixel with the neighbouring pixel based on pixel gradient (/theta). Optimizing the vertical line edge
detection was made in the NMS stage, by having a compared pixel is the pixel which is in the  = 0°
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group, but the pixel which has a group  other than 0° will be ignored. The product of this process is
vertical edge line to an image.
To test the accuracy of pole detection from the YuRHoS algorithm, the YuRHoS algorithm will be
compared with a similar pole detection algorithm, hereinafter referred to as the Non-YuRHoS algorithm.
In this experiment, the basic assumption is that the definition of a pole is 2 (two) vertical lines parallel
to almost the same length. For the vertical line identification process, Hough transformation or
Houglines function is used in the OpenCV Library. To make this happen, the processing function of
cvHoughLines2 is used in OpenCV [7]. In this study, the comparison of the results of the second
detection of the pole detection lagoon was tested through simulation using Eclipse software [8].
2. Methods
To calculate the algorithm performance in machine learning, there are three aspects of measurement that
can be used (the confusion matrix model) [9,10]; sensitivity, specificity and accuracy. Sensitivity (true
positive level) which measures the positive proportion correctly identified. Specificity (true negative
level) which measures the negative proportion correctly identified. Accuracy refers to the closeness of
value measured with standard values or known values. Whereas, the formulation of the three aspects is
[11]:
𝑇𝑃
Sensitivity (sen) =
𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁
𝑇𝑁
Specificity (spc) =
𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑃
𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁
Accuracy (acc) =
𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃+𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑁

The evaluation of the simulation of both algorithms in pole-detection is obtained by using sensitivity,
specificity, and accuracy score [12]. In this research, sensitivity is the ability of algorithm in predicting
the correct result; specificity is the ability of algorithm in detecting the correct result by diverting false
result; and accuracy is the amount of correct results compared to existing population. The procedure of
algorithm simulation in the detection of poles of Non-YuRHoS and YuRHoS is explained in Table 1
below.
Table 1. The simulation procedure on poles.
YuRHoS and Non-YuRHoS
1. Expert judgment is used to classify the poles and non-poles in the image
examined.
2. The use of image template for TP score (True Positive), TN score (True
Negative), FP score (False Positive) and FN score (False Negative) from the
result in the detection of poles.
3. The use of confusion matrix for scores of sensitivity, specificity and accuracy
from the result in the detection of poles.
4. To compare the result of simulation in the detection of YuRHoS and NonYuRHoS.
The simulation of the algorithm result of the detection of YuRHoS and Non YuRHoS starts with
classifying objects in the image as pole object (positive object) and non-pole object (negative object).
The determination of positive or negative objects (pole or non-pole) is based on expert judgment via
image processing to classify objects from the image examined. In theory, expert judgment can be used
in four functions [13,14], namely: a) to complete, validate, interpret and integrate existing data, to assess
the impact of changes; b) to predict future incidents and consequences from decisions made; c) to
determine the condition of knowledge in a field; d) to provide elements required for decision making
between several acceptable alternatives.
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3. Results and discussion
3.1. Labelling procedure by experts
In this simulation, the images examined are a one pole image and the image of poles. The algorithm
execution resulted in markers for every pole detected/found, whereas, markers are able to identify poles
correctly or incorrectly. To evaluate the result of the simulation automatically (using a program),
therefore, each image is labelled (ground-truth) between pole objects (positive object) and non-pole
objects (negative object). The labelling mechanism is obtained by using procedures as follow:





For every image, the expert will determine which objects are positive and which are negative.
Label every positive object (pole images). The positive objects are read one by one and then
labelled with black colour, meanwhile, other images are in white colour. Every positive label is
saved in a file named <name_file>_t<i>.png where i stands for truth (index starts from 1), in
example, g1_t1.png (meaning g1=image examined number 1, t1=positive object number 1 or,
true-1). After one positive object is labelled into a new image, other positive object is labelled
and so forth until every positive object is read.
Label every negative object (non-pole images). The characteristic of negative objects is having
vertical edges. Negative objects are then read one by one, whereas, every negative object is
labelled in black colour and other objects are in white colour. Every negative label is saved in a
file named <name_file>_f<i>.png, in example, g1_f1.png (meaning, g1=image examined
number 1, f1=negative object number 1 or, false-1). After one negative object is labelled into a
new image, other negative objects are labelled and so forth until every negative object is read.

Below are examples of images examined and labelled (ground-truth) with positive and negative object
(Table 2). Labelling is performed for every image, based on expert judgment.
Table 2. Labelling process (ground-truth).
Single Pole Image

Labeling (Gorund-Truth)

(1a) Positive (pole)

(1b) Negative-1 (left tree)

(1c) Negative-2 (billboard)

(1d) Negative-3 (building)

3.2. The result of algorithm simulation on non-YuRHoS and YuRHoS
Figure 1 is showing four one-pole images which were tested using two different algorithms (NonYuRHoS and YuRHoS).
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Figure 1. Images for one-pole simulation.
The result on the simulation of one-pole images using algorithm in the detection of Non-YuRHoS and
YuRHoS poles is presented in Table 4-7 below:
Table 3. The result of image simulation of single poles (Image-1).
Image Examined

Expert judgment: one pole
object and one non-pole object
(street sign)

Result for Non YuRHoS

Result for YuRHoS

TP = 1, FN = 0, TN = 0, FP = 1
- TP = 1; one pole detected as
pole.
- FN = 0; no pole detected as
pole.
- TN = 0; no non-pole object
detected as non-pole.
- FP =1; one non-pole object
detected as pole (street sign).
𝑇𝑃
Sen = 𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁 = 1

TP = 1, FN = 0, TN = 1, FP = 0
- TP = 1; one pole detected as
pole.
- FN = 0; no pole not detected as
pole.
- TN = 1; one non-pole object not
detected as non-pole.
- FP =0; no non-pole object
detected as pole.
𝑇𝑃
Sen = 𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁 = 1

Spc = 𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑃 = 0

Spc = 𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑃 = 1

𝑇𝑁

Acc =

𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃+𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑁

= 0,5

𝑇𝑁

Acc =

𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃+𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑁

=1

Conclusions derived from the Simulation :
 YuRHoS Algorithm has a better specificity (score 1) compared to Non-YuRHoS
Algorithm (score 0). YuRHoS Algorithm is capable of detecting the correct result (pole)
and able to detect the incorrect result (non-pole).
 YuRHoS Algorithm is better in accuracy (score 1) in comparison to Non-YuRHoS
Algorithm (score 0,5). YuRHoS Algorithm is a capable of detecting the correct result
(pole) more out than of every object detected.
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Table 4. The result of image simulation of single poles (Image-2).
Image Examined

Expert judgment: one pole object
and four non-pole objects (three
street signs and one tree)

Result for Non YuRHoS

Result for YuRHoS

TP = 1, FN = 0, TN = 3, FP = 1
- TP = 1; one pole detected as
pole.
- FN = 0; no pole not detected as
pole.
- TN = 3; three non-pole objects
detected as non-pole.
- FP =1; one non-pole object
detected as pole (top street
sign).
𝑇𝑃
Sen =
=1

TP = 1, FN = 0, TN = 4, FP = 0
- TP = 1; one pole detected as
pole.
- FN = 0; no pole not detected
as pole.
- TN = 4; four non-pole objects
detected as pole.
- FP =0; no non-pole object
detected as pole.

Spc = 𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑃 = 0,75

Spc = 𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑃 = 1

Acc = 𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃+𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑁 = 0,8

Acc = 𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃+𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑁 = 1

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁
𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁

Sen =

𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁
𝑇𝑁

=1

𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁

Conclusions derived from the simulation :
 YuRHoS Algorithm has a better specificity (score 1) compared to Non-YuRHoS
Algorithm (score 0,75). YuRHoS Algorithm is capable of detecting the correct result
(pole) and the incorrect ones (non-pole).
 YuRHoS Algorithm has a better accuracy (score 1) in comparison to Non-YuRHoS
Algorithm (score 0,8). YuRHoS Algorithm is capable of detecting the correct result
(pole) more out of all the objects detected.
Table 5. The result of image simulation of single poles (Image-3).
Image Examined

Expert judgment: one pole object
and two non-pole objects (two
street signs)

Result for Non YuRHoS

Result for YuRHoS

TP = 1, FN = 0, TN = 2, FP = 0
- TP = 1; one pole detected as
pole.
- FN = 0; no pole not detected as
pole.
- TN = 2; two non-pole objects
detected as non-pole.
- FP =0; no non-pole object
detected as pole.

TP = 1, FN = 0, TN = 2, FP = 0
- TP = 1; one pole detected as
pole.
- FN = 0; no pole not detected
as pole.
- TN = 2; two non-pole objects
detected as non-pole.
- FP =0; no non-pole object
detected as pole.
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Table 5. Cont.
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃

Sen = 𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁 = 1

Sen = 𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁 = 1

Spc = 𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑃 = 1

Spc = 𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑃 = 1

Acc = 𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃+𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑁 = 1

Acc = 𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃+𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑁 = 1

𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁

Conclusion derived from the Simulation :
- Both Algorithms (YurHoS and Non-YuRHoS) have the same capabilities in detecting poles.

Table 6. The result of image simulation of single poles (Image-4).
Image Examined

Expert Judgment: one pole
object and one non-pole object
(traffic light)

Result for Non YuRHoS

Result for YuRHoS

TP = 1, FN = 0, TN = 0, FP = 1
- TP = 1; one pole detected as
pole.
- FN = 0; no pole not detected as
pole.
- TN = 0; no non-pole object
detected as non-pole.
- FP = 1; one non-pole object
detected as pole (traffic light).
𝑇𝑃
Sen = 𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁 = 1

TP = 1, FN = 0, TN = 1, FP = 0
- TP = 1; one pole detected as
pole.
- FN = 0; no pole not detected as
pole.
- TN = 1; one non-pole object
detected as non-pole.
- FP = 0; no non-pole object
detected as pole.
𝑇𝑃
Sen = 𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁 = 1

Spc = 𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑃 = 0

Spc = 𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑃 = 1

Acc = 𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃+𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑁 = 0,5

Acc = 𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃+𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑁 = 1

𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁

Conclusions derived from the Simulation :
 YuRHoS Algorithm has a better spesificity (score 1) compared to Non-YuRHoS
Algorithm (score 0). YuRHoS Algorithm is capable of detecting the correct result (pole)
and incorrect ones (non-pole).
 YuRHoS Algorithm is better in accuracy (score 1) in comparison to Non-YuRHoS
Algorithm (score 0,5). YuRHoS Algorithm is more capable of detecting the correct result
(pole) out of all the objects detected.
4. Conclusion
From the general conclusions obtained from four pole images simulated, it is concluded that poledetection using YuRHoS Algorithm is better compared to Non YuRHoS Algorithm in two aspects of
measurement, specificity and accuracy. The superiority in specificity indicates that YuRHoS Algorithm
is better in detecting pole objects and is capable of differentiating non-pole objects (non-poles).
The superiority of accuracy indicates that YuRHoS Algorithm is more accurate in detecting pole
objects compared to Non YuRHoS Algorithm. Whereas, for sensitivity aspect, both algorithms have
equal superiorities in predicting pole objects correctly.
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